High-resolution vegetation and climate change associated with Pliocene Australopithecus afarensis
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Plio-Pleistocene global climate change is believed to have had an important influence on local habitats and early human evolution in Africa. Responses of hominin lineages to climate change have been difficult to test, however, because this procedure requires well documented evidence for connections between global climate and hominin environment. Through high-resolution pollen data from Hadar, Ethiopia, we show that the hominin Australopithecus afarensis accommodated to substantial environmental variability between 3.4 and 2.9 million years ago. A large biome shift, up to 5°C cooling, and a 200- to 300-mm/yr rainfall increase occurred just before 3.3 million years ago, which is consistent with a global marine δ18O isotopic shift.

Global cooling, drying, and high-amplitude climate variability have been associated with evolutionary change in terrestrial mammals since the early Pliocene. The idea that global climate events may account for evolutionary change in early humans has led to considerable debate about whether Pliocene hominins favored open-arid settings or wooded-moist habitats, or could adjust to diverse environments (1–4). To determine the climatic conditions of human evolution requires temporally and spatially precise environmental data and improved methods of relating environmental and evolutionary change (1–3, 5, 6). Australopithecus afarensis is the best documented Pliocene hominin lineage, known from numerous localities in the well calibrated sequence at Hadar (7–9), dated from 3.4 to 2.9 million years ago (mya). The nearly continuous stratigraphic distribution of this species at Hadar offers a unique opportunity to address the relationship between environment and hominin evolution. By providing new quantitative estimates of climatic parameters, statistically supported and repeatable from high-resolution pollen data associated with A. afarensis, we establish a link between change in terrestrial ecosystems at Hadar and global climatic variability.

Fossil pollen assemblages were recovered from 27 stratigraphic horizons within lacustrine facies (10) of the Hadar Formation (11). The age of the samples is well constrained by Ar39/Ar40 dating of the main marker tuffs (12, 13), paleomagnetic measurements (14, 15), and stratigraphic correlation between sections at Hadar and Hurda, a few kilometers east of the Kada Hadar (ref. 16 and Fig. 1). At Hurda, a 20-m outcrop of lacustrine black clay below the SH-3 sand provided high-resolution pollen data for an ~20-kyr interval (3.37–3.35 mya) between the 3.4 mya Sidi Hakoma Tuff (SHT) and the 3.28 mya Kada Damum Basalt (KDB). The span of ~20 kyr is estimated on the basis of an averaged sedimentation rate also previously used to match the stratigraphic placement of the lower limit of the Mammoth event at Hadar with its 3.32-mya age (15).

The Hadar region (11°06’ to 09° N, 40°35’ to 39° E; alt. 500 m) today is extremely arid. Mean annual precipitation is ~500 mm, potential evapotranspiration is 1,750 mm/yr, interpolated mean annual temperature (Tann) is 26.6°C, and mean temperature of the coldest month (MTCO) is 24°C. Monsoon precipitation shows strong annual fluctuation between 300 and 800 mm/yr.

Pollen-based estimates of present climatic parameters were obtained on modern pollen samples collected in 2001, and gave results consistent with both measured and interpolated climate data (Table 1, which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web site). The local vegetation at Hadar is Acacia/Commiphora steppe, with Ficus/Tamarix riverine forest well developed within the meanders of the Awash River. Acacia/Euclea evergreen bushland is observed at midelevation on the rift escarpment, whereas Podocarpus/Olea with Juniperus forest occurs above 2,000 m and Afroalpine grassland above the upper tree limit at 3,300 m elevation (11).

Methods

Biome and climatic interpretations of the Hadar fossil record take into account pollen presence/absence and the relative abundance of pollen taxa. Biome reconstructions are based on modern pollen taxa frequencies obtained from 966 recently collected sites and measured climatic parameters derived from hundreds of meteorological stations across Africa (17–19). Based on combinations of plant functional types (PFTs), African biomes reconstructed by using these modern data sets realistically reproduce classic vegetation maps (17). Biome reconstructions at Hadar relied on assigning each of the 121 fossil pollen taxa to one or more PFTs. Four biomes were inferred from the Hadar data set, including steppe (STEP), tropical xerophytic woods/scrub (TWXS), temperate xerophytic woods/scrub (XERO), and warm mixed forest (WAMF). STEP biome contains only steppe forb/shrub PFTs. TWXS biome contains tropical sclerophyll/succulent PFTs. XERO has temperate sclerophyll/succulent plus eurythermal conifer PFTs. WAMF includes six PFTs, ranging from warm-temperate evergreen (corresponding to broad- or needle-leaved taxa) to tropical rainforest PFTs (seasonal or deciduous) and boreal summer green (19, 20). For each pollen sample, the four biomes are represented by affinity score values calculated by the algorithm in ref. 17. The dominant biome has the highest score, as exemplified by modern samples in which the STEP biome has the highest score, in agreement with the observed modern vegetation.

Climatic parameters were reconstructed by two distinct methods, which use 79 fossil pollen taxa in common with a modern pollen data set of 450 sites limited to East Africa (18). In the PFT method (19), pollen taxa were assigned to PFTs (17). Estimates of mean annual precipitation, humidity coefficient, and MTCE at each modern pollen site were calculated by a transfer function using an artificial neural network to relate pollen percentages attached to the PFT and meteorological parameters (19). In the Best Analog...
between each fossil sample and ten modern pollen analogs are given by a chord distance, calculated as a sum of differences between log-transformed percentages of the 79 taxa. Error is defined as the lower and upper extreme chord distances compared with the mean value. The precision of climatic estimates by using the BA method was tested by using distinct pollen preparations of a single fossil pollen sample (Table 2, which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web site).

Results and Discussion

The Hadar fossil pollen record (Fig. 2) is dominated by subaquatic emergent reeds (Typha), sedges (Cyperaceae), and grasses (Gramineae), indicating locally extensive herbaceous cover surrounding the paleolake. Typha grows on flat, soft, inundated soils in proximity to low-energy river deltas or lakes and withstands periodic dryness. The occurrence of aquatic Laurembergia and high Cyperaceae values (21) characterizes extant highland swamps. Variations in sedge percentages (2–60%) reflect water level fluctuations; however, a low proportion of saltbush (Chenopodiaceae/Amaranthaceae) pollen contrasts with its abundance in alkaline lakes of the arid Rift today (22). If regional grasses contributed to organic input, they consisted mainly of C_{3} species typical of highlands (Fig. 2).

A total of 51 fossil pollen taxa were attributed to trees or shrubs, the composition and percentages of which fluctuate through time (1–30%). The oldest sample of the lower Sidi Hakoma (SH) Member, at 3.4 mya, contains elements of both deciduous (Garcinia and Euclea) and evergreen forest or brushland (Alangium, Ekebergia, and Juniperus), later replaced by high-elevation humid forest taxa (Myrica, Ilex, Hagenia, and Olea). Pollen data from the upper SH and lower Denen Dora (DD) Members indicate a succession from woodland to wet and dry grassland. A component of drier conifer forest (Juniperus) occurs throughout the sequence but becomes abundant only in the youngest sample (2.95 mya). Arboreal elements of arid steppe (Commiphora, Acacia, Grewia, and Capparidaceae) and riverine forest (Combretaceae and Tamarix) were rare.

Unlike the fauna, which includes many extinct species, the taxonomy of fossil pollen taxa refers to modern plants (11), and thus allows statistical interpretation based on attributes of modern biome (17) and climatic parameters (18, 19). Of the four major fossil biomes identified at Hadar, STEP, TXWS, and XERO have similar score values throughout the sequence (Fig. 3), indicating their permanent presence in the area. Scores for the WAMF biome indicate its repeated appearance and disappearance, with two notable increases, one near the SHT and the other below the KDB. Due to high score values during these two intervals, we assume that the WAMF signal corresponds to regional pollen input from a source not far from the site. Its increase represents an overall expansion of this biome that brought it closer to the sampling site. The four biomes imply different ecological settings and require pollen input from vegetation at different altitudes. We thus infer that Hadar was located at the limit of the WAMF biome adjacent to xerophytic cool steppe along an escarpment slope.

Here, we present two temporal distributions of paleoclimate values derived from the BA and PFT methods. The results are highly consistent (Fig. 3, and Table 3, which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web site). They show that Pliocene rainfall values (800–1,200 mm/yr) throughout the fossil sequence were about twice that of today. Highest precipitation values (1,000–1,200 mm/yr) occurred between 3.37 and 3.35 mya (samples 2k–2m), and are accompanied by an increase in the humidity coefficient (70–90%). Two independent methods of temperature estimation (MTCO and T_{ann}) give similar values. Throughout the Hadar sequence, T_{ann} varies from 15.5°C to 21°C, a range included within the tropical domain. Between 3.37 and 3.35 mya, MTCO and T_{ann} estimations were ~8–11°C lower than present, coinciding with significantly higher humidity.

Fig. 1. Location of pollen samples (bold numbers) from the Hadar Formation, according to stratigraphy (14–16), dated tuffs (12, 13), and hominin localities (7–9). 1: clay, 20 cm below SHT, 3.40 mya; 2: lacustrine black clay (L), 20-m section ~30 m above SHT and ~80 m below the 3.28 mya KDB, 3.37–3.35 mya; 3: silty clay, 3 m above the top of the SH-3 sand and below the gastropod layer, <3.28 mya; 4: brown clay, 11 m above the base of the SH-3 sand, 3.25 mya; 5: silt, lower contact of pink calcareous marl, 3.25 mya; 6: green clay, below TT-4, 3.24 mya; 7: green clay, below TT-4, 3.23 mya; 8: sandy clay, below TT-4, 3.22 mya; 9: black clay, 50 cm below ostracod layer, 3.22 mya; 10: ostracod clay, below TT-4, 3.22 mya; 11: silt, 2 m above TT-4, <3.22 mya; 12: clay, 10 m above TT-4, <3.18 mya; 13: clay, lower contact with BKT-2, 2.95 mya. All ages are interpolated except for samples 1 and 13. Although pollen sampling was systematically done throughout the section, including hominin localities, fossil pollen were preserved only in specific strata.
Temperature and precipitation values and trends are consistent with biome reconstructions. The calculated humidity coefficient oscillates around 60%, which is slightly below the 65% threshold for forest biome worldwide today (20).

For the entire 3.4- to 2.95-mya period, climatic parameters reconstructed from pollen indicate conditions significantly cooler and wetter than present, a conclusion that fits the depleted isotopic $\delta^{18}O$ values on shells (23), and may be partially explained by higher elevation (10). The mean temperature estimate of 20.2°C calculated for all pollen samples implies that Hadar was generally 6.4°C cooler than the present. This difference is consistent with an elevation 1,000 m higher than today, assuming a present lapse rate of 0.6°C/100 m (24). Substantial temperature, rainfall, humidity, and biome change recorded in the upper part of sample 2, followed by a return to previous conditions, however, is not adequately explained by a unidirectional tectonic change. Indeed, subsidence in the Hadar area was virtually completed by the mid-Pliocene (25). Although variation in the climatic estimates between adjacent samples is generally encompassed within statistical error, the longer-term pattern of fluctuation implies a climatic cause (Fig. 3).

The oldest level, just before 3.4 mya, shows highest probability precipitation values slightly greater than present, lower temperature, a higher humidity coefficient, and a higher WAMF biome score. After significant forest retreat, xerophytic biomes and STEP dominated, although buffered by a fluctuating swamp. Within the densely sampled interval ~3.37–3.35 mya, strong cooling of up to 5°C is associated with increasing rainfall of 200–300 mm/yr and a humidity index favorable to wet forest for a few thousand years. The pollen record of the upper SH and lower DD Members is more discontinuous but attests to the predominance of xerophytic biomes, although cooler and less arid than present (800–900 mm/yr; Table 3). The single pollen sample below the 2.95-mya BKT-2 indicates the return of higher humidity, slight expansion of the forest biome, and a greater difference between MTCO and $T_{ann}$, which attests to a stronger seasonal contrast than today. In general, faunal information from the late Pliocene of East Africa is consistent with the biome changes we infer throughout the Hadar sequence (6, 26–28).

Climate and vegetation variability at Hadar corresponds well with global records (Fig. 3). Environmental change in the lower SH Member, evident in the high-resolution, ~20-kyr interval (pollen samples 2a to 2m at Hurda), may track a precessional cycle, which dominated global climate variability before 2.8 mya (2). However, stratigraphic correlation places this strong cool/wet shift and vegetation change immediately below the limit of the Mammoth subchron (14–16). We thus infer that the marked change at Hadar reflects the initial phase of the MG2 isotopic cooling event, well documented in the marine $\delta^{18}O$ record, corresponding to ice sheet growth and sea temperature change (29). The magnitude of Hadar cooling also agrees with the model-simulated mid-Pliocene cooling over East Africa, explained by increased low-level cloud cover (30) and a predominantly El Niño pattern (31) under modern pCO$_2$ values. Pollen samples 3–6 correlate precisely with the warming phase that followed the marine isotopic M2 cooling event. Samples 7–12 document a stable period of expanded steppe and wooded grasslands in the upper SH Member correlative with a 100-kyr stable period in the $\delta^{18}O$ and terrigenous dust records (2, 29). Despite systematic sampling, no pollen was recovered from 3.2 to 2.95 mya. At the end of this interval, stronger seasonal contrasts (MTCO relative to $T_{ann}$) in sample 13 fits well with increased dust variability in the African marine record (2).

Our results show that a diversity of biomes was available to *A. afarensis*. Recovery of hominin fossils through the entire stratigraphic range suggests no marked preference by *A. afarensis* for any single biome, including forest. Significant cooling and biome...
change had no obvious effect on the presence of this species through the sequence, a pattern of persistence shared by other Pliocene mammal taxa at Hadar and elsewhere (6, 27, 32). We hypothesize that *A. afarensis* was able to accommodate to periods of directional cooling, climate stability, and high variability. Our findings further imply that *A. afarensis*’ ability to adapt to such diverse conditions did not depend on an enlarged brain or stone toolmaking, which characterized later hominins.
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**Fig. 3.** Estimated climatic parameters and biome scores associated with Hadar geochronology (Left) and related to variations of global climate ($\delta^{18}O$) and dust recorded from the Indian Ocean (Right). **T°C** refers to mean annual temperature ($T_{\text{an}}$) estimated by the BA method (blue curve) and MTCO estimated by the PFT method (red curve). **P (mm/yr)** refers to mean annual precipitation estimated by the BA method (blue curve) and by the PFT method (red curve). Humidity coefficient ($\alpha$) is reconstructed by the PFT method. (Upper) Modern references (M) for Hadar correspond to the range of estimated climatic parameters and biome scores obtained on modern pollen samples, showing the overlap between the two methods. The vertical dotted line corresponds to the mean of the modern estimates, which is compared against Pliocene values. Red and blue dots represent the highest probability estimates; statistical error (see text) is indicated in gray for the red dots and by a horizontal solid line for the blue dots. Biomes (see text) include WAMF, TXWS, and XERO. Terrigenous percent is from Ocean Drilling Program (ODP) sites 721/722 (2). $\delta^{18}O$ benthic is from ODP site 846 (29).